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Author's Note

Whit the original and official title of this project is as
shoVin on the t m.title page and cover,, the phrase dri

-while intoxicated" (or DW,I) is replaced in much of the
text 'Aial the phrase "alcohol-related offense" (or vio-
lation or arrest). Also, in place a "management" we
have frequently used "command and supervisory per-
son41. " The former change his been made to indicate
that the scope encompassei all alcohol-related traffic
violations even-though other designaticins than DWI may
be used. The second change is thought to be more
explicitly descriptive of the audience to whom this
trai is directed.

)944..t.
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FOREWORD

The threat posed by tlie drinking sdriver to the lives and property of others,
as well-as= to hims'elf, continues- at a trigically high rate. This rate
intolerable; alcohol-related automobile crashes must be reduced. The
Department of Transportation (DOT) is carrying out a multifaceted inte-
grated program to achieve such a reduckon.

Amsong the several projects supported by DOT were two studies of thet.
factors that influence a police officer's discretion in arrests for alcohol-
related traffic violatiOns. In the chain of events, from detecting.a suspect
until the suspect is arrested,, cited, or releaSed, there are decision points,
at which the invegtigating officer pan elect to proceed with a driving-while .

intoxicated (DWI)° arrest or to arrest or cite the suspect on a lesse charge,
or to release the suspect. The two studies sampled a wide range of p lice
organizations and; using sur'v'e4 as well as interview techniques, tified
several factprs which do influence the police officer's decision (either 1

positively or negatively) to make an arrest. One of these studies was con-
. fined to jurisdictions. in, which Alcohol.Safety Action Programs (ASAP) had
been established, and the second study was concerned with non-A.SAP areas./
The ultimate value of these studies it that the results help to identify
specific actions that capitalize on the influencing faCtors toproduceagher rate of DWI enforcement.

One such.action is the training of police command and super sory person-
nel. In general, this training would be of two types: First? training to
impart knoWledge of the factors th*tinfluence police offic4 decisions and,
second, training in how command and supervisory function can be cliikn-
ducted to capitalize on these factors.

, .

This docuthent is a Planning Guide for such a mangagernent training program.
It contains a course ou tli ne as well administrative.as guidance fo.the ini-
tiation and conduct of the course. Both content and form of pltese tation hav
been designed in the formt.of a workshop. The intent is to moti to student
involvement and thereby enhance learning and retention. Al , the content
must be related to each student's own situation, and this/to is faCilitated by
theworkshop approach. A few of the lesson units are pr rented in a more
traditional classroom fashio , but even these are desi ed to encourage
directly, active student participation.



TvIP other documents complete this training package:

Workshop Leader Outline

This doCument is intendek for the vir or hop leader (o
instructor) who Will actually present l'wOrkshop.
This document presents the objectivesto'f.the entire
training course and the obiectives of elact unit (or lec-
ture). The content of each unit is degicribied and appli-
cable refeiences or sources are identified.

?)

. .1

. .Pas Pcipant Manual . .1;

,
,

This document is an overall guide to the content of the
workshop. The term "participant" ,ta'nked rather than
"student" to emphasize the a.otive invOlvernentexpected
of each attendee,. The manual is. intentled to give the par--

,..-/ ticipa.n.t an undrstanding 34.7.1144te Niroficshop can be expected
to do for him and, in tum,"1.t,Cregii.beis wilat is expected of
him by waytof preparations' S-pa rdips.tion.' This is not a
textbook, tut' it does.,colitifir-Xotne.colitent materials as well
as references-to all basic aource:inaterial. Itis.designed
to be used for preparation prior to the wor,kshop,, as well as
during -the actual session. f-- '.' -.,

,
All of the, documents' of this urse provide for the addition of material
specific to tie needs of the d pavlitnent providing the training. This allows
the workshop to'be preented in a way that is fully esponsive to the needs-
of each department. °

I
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I. INTRODUCTION TO PLANNING GUIDE

. i I

a
....

The purpose of this paid° is to inform police administrators,_or_others
responsible for the initiation and conduct -of training, of the content of the
workshop, as well as the requirements for its presentation. 'It is expected
that this de will be used by theadrninistrator to tailor the workshop to
his specific needs, to recruit a workshop leader and special instructors,
and to recruit participants*

.. \

a must be emphasized that this document is intended for use by the admin-
istrator.istrator. It should not be Used by the workshop leader' or other instructors
as a,presentation guide, nor should it be used as a participant's manual.
Instructor and participant needs are met by the two other\ documents that
make up the balance of this workshop package.

-The administrator should first examine the ohjectiVes of the workshop and
the outline -of presentation to deterinine that this workshop does, in fact,
Meet his training needs, At the Bailie time, he should determine what addi-
tional information or input he will tte\required to proVide.

Ieit, the administrator should examine, the requirements for participants
to determine that the personnel.he expeCts to apply--or be recruited - -do
have the required qualifications. The ainistrator should have the
authority to review or control enrallment\ either to - achieve homogeneity (of
such factors as rank or department size) dr to combine persons of different
backgrounds in some meaningful way. Section V-B, Page 32, dealing with
the requirements for participants, provides more specific guidance for the
administrator in both of these. tasks.

The a..!.%- strator should then determine that a qualified workshop leader
and a ropriate assistant instructors are available. Finally, he should
examine the facility and resource requirelneals. tr,

Another, preparatory activity the training administrator may have to under-
take is tit convince his superiors of the value and relevance' of this course
to the department and to convince them of, his group's capability. to carry

vi%out the )(shop successfully. This "selling" activity Can'be`facilitated by
using this*: 'inning Guide as a source docurnent for briefing management on
content and methad.

The content as well as the sequence of administrator ac are reflected
partsin the remainder of this document which consists of five ma paTts pre-

seated in the following order:



Sum Mary of research on factors influencint,A-R arrests
Workshop objectives
Workshop content
Participant requirements
Workshop leader (instructor) requiremepts
Resource and facility requeitts

w

A
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U. SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ON FACTORS INFLUENCING
`-. .ALCOHOL-RELATED ARRESTS/

It is noted in the Foreword to this Planning GUide that the need for
police 'management training 'in factors influencing alcohol-related arrests
arises from earlier research directed at identification of these factors.*
This section'of the guide presents a brief resume of the studies' results
from which derive the specific training objectives of this, workshop. This
summary is a sufficient basis. for the administrative functions served by
,theluide. The training administrator should not need any more detail,
but, if desired, copies of these reports maybe obtained as indicated in the
footnote.

The two ,studies were conducted by different research teams, yetwere
similar in approach and technique. Both studies had the same objective
which was to identify the factors that influence a police officer'S decision
to arrest in an alcohol- related traffic offense such as DWI or DUIL. One,
study was concerned only with ASAP areas, while the other study was con-.cerned only with non-ASAP areas. Overall, there is no evidence; in the
results, of any significant differences between ASAP and non-ASAP officers
with regard to their attitudes concerning alcohol-related arrests or to the
factors, that influence their decision about making such an arrest. Thereis a higher arrest rate among ASAP' officers, however, by virtue of their
specialized assignment.

In spite of the similarity of approach and the finding that there are no
differences between ASAP and non-ASAP, it is difficult to combine the
detailed results because of the differences in such things as the statistical,
designs and the formats, of the two studies. Therefore, it is best to let each
study speak for itself before attempting to develop generalizations. Table I
consists of two parts; thele are excerpts from each study that summarize
the results in the author's own words. Even a cursory examination of these
summaries shows the substantial agreement between the two results.'
*Factors Influencing Arrests for Alcohol-related Traffic Violations, Final
Report. Prepared by Dunlap and Associates, Inc., Darien, Connecticut
06820, for the U. S..Department of Transportation, NHTSA, September
1(74 (availab,le from NTIS, #PB-237004).
Factors Influencing Alcohol fety Action Project Police Officers' DWI
Arrests, Final Report. Pie red by Arthur Young & Company,
Washington, D. C. 20036, for e U. S. Department of Transportation,
NHTSA, 29 April 1974 (available from NTIS, 4PB-232538). - .8



Table I(a).
Factors Influencing the Alcohol-Related Arrest Decision,

Non...ASAP Areas
(table adapted fiom the study report)

A. Factors Relating to the Officer's Background

The officer's age and experience.
His personal use of alcohol.
His awareness of the relationship between alcohol and
intoxication.
The extent of training he has received for A/R enforcement.
His duty assignment, in particular this assigninent relative to
traffic law enforcement,
gigs educational status.

B. Factors Relating to the Officer's General Attitude towaretA /R.
Violations

The officer's perception of the A/R problem.
His attitude towardkA/A offenders.
Hie perception of the iSuitability of A/R penalties..
His attitude toward alternatives to A/R arrest.

I

C. Factors Specific to a Given Incident'

The time of day, and time remaining in the duty tour.
The suspect's degree of intoxication.
The weather conditions.
The suspect's attitude.
The suspect's age, sex, and race.
Accident involvement in the incident. `'''t

Involvement of other traffic violations in the incident.
The suspect's position in thecomrnunity.

D. Factors Relating to the Local Environment
4

Court disposition of A/R cases.
Departmental policy concerning A/R enforcement.
The magnitude of other law enforcement problems enco
to red.
A/R arrest processing procedures.

Q

°:e.
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'Table I(b).
Factors Influencing,the Alcohcil-Related Arrest Decision,

ASAP Areas
(table adapted from the study report)

Perional 'actors'
.

Officer"s age-and experience
Officer'S drinking habits (18%)
Attitude toward drtink drivers (60%)

. , Attitude toward punishment of DWI violators (27%)
AttitUde -toward deterrent value of enforcement (61%)
Extent and nature of DWI training .

Attitude toward specialized DWI enforcement (59%)
Experience in traffid accident investigation (75%), . Officer's self-confidence

B. Driver-Related FactOrs
Attitude:of the driver (55%).
Political or social.status of the driver (27%)
'The suspect's age
The suspects sex (19%),
The nature of the suspect's drinking problem (34%)
Presence of a sober licenseci driver in the car (45%)The nearness of the driver's residence (38%)
:The suspect's "story" or rationale for intoxication

C. Operational Factors
The nature of the suspect's driving (78%)
The degree of intoxication (65%)
Theiroe required to process DWI arrests (26%)
The nature of DWI processing procedures (32%)
The fact the offiderha.s made a prior DWI arrest during the duty
shift. (17%)

. . The time remaing in the officer's duty shift (33%)
The frequendy.of court appearances (21%)
The effect of unusual working hours
The use of one-' or two-man patrol cars
The area to whicl. the Officer is assigned
The patrol techniques used by the officer

'The voluntary nature of assignment to specialized patrol
Competition betw'een officers
The relationship of the officer to special program administrators
The nature of available equipment and facilities
The nature of community social conditions

D. pepartmental Factors
*The level of officer morale (55%)
The attitude of other officers (18%)
The existence of performance standard"
The policy of theofficer's supervisor
The 'policy of the department
The nature of the police agency
The quality of the officer's supervisorThe feeling of isolation from the remainder of the department

E. Outside Influences
Court suielart for DWI enforcement (37%)
The officer's faith in court justice (21%)
The support of the local prosecutor (30%)
Community attitudes and support (29%)
The legality of specialized programs
The weather conditions

-513
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SeVeral recominendations for actions to enhance alcohol-related
en.fOrcement were.developecitin each. study. The actions are Ones which must
be taken.by. COrzunand:or supervisory personnel.to reinforce those attitudes
and factors that will e te enforcement and. to counteract those attitudes
and;factors that tend to reduce enforcement. The detailed recommendations
are presented in.the retorts of each study (referenced on Page 3) and are
surnmarized in the w rkshop leader and participant handbooks that make
up the rest of this tra ning package.. For the purposes of this Planning Guide,
it is. sufficient to el erate the command and supervisory resiionsibilitie
that are affeCted by hese actions and to summarize the recommend.
actions.

The affected command and supervisory responsibilitieg are those conff
cernedsvith Policy, Operations (or Enforcement), Training and Communi-
cation. In this enumeration, each recommendation has been identified with the
conarn.and.and supervisory, area in which it has" the greatest imiact.
Obviously, any action by police management personnel relates in some
measure to all fOur areas. For example, any training effort must.be sup-
ported by a policy commitment and any management action must be' commu-
nicated to the whole department. Thus, the following summaries of
recorniniVed actions are grouped aiiIthey are to show emphasis rather than
absolute categorization:

Policy

46 In general, 'there-appears to be a poor enunciation of the
department's position concerning alcohol-related enforce-

`talent. The ASAP programs each have specific, defined
objectives. However, even in departments having an. ASAP.
program, a lack of an alcohol-related policy was noted.
Essentially, the need is for a policy that is formalized
and unambiguously stated. In particular, two deficiencies
were cited: the lack of a priority for alcohol-related
enforcement, and the lack of specific parameters of
enforcement performance. The officers generally
ekpressed a desire for a forthright stateineni of policy,
elimihating the need as well is*the opportune ry for inter-
pretation by supervisory personnel.

o,f

Operations

Within the operation of alcohol-related enforcement pro-
grams, there are several factors that influence, to a greater"
or lesser degree, the patrolman's decision to make an
alcohol-related arrest. Some of the factors identifitd in the
policy area relate quite directly to this.."operations" area as
welt. For example; the officer's concern for performance
standards and,need for clear cortununication from

-6-
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anagement and supervisory personnel directly affect
actions that can be taken in alcohol related enforcement.
'In this area there is concern about time-Consuming processing
procedures and courtroom appearances. In addition, the
latter are often viewed,as exercises in futility because of the
possibility for reduced charges and sentencing for the alcohol-
related violation; also, court procedures frequently are such
as to require several appearances because of delays and con-.
tinuances. Specialized assignments to alcohol-related enforce-
ment appear to be a positive ?actor and duty-hours, whatever,
the assignment, can be arranged to help maximize enforcement.
Overall, "the actions to be taken in this area are ones that will
reflect the aepartment's..priority for alcohol-related enforce-
ment and communicate to the patrolman the importance of .

effective enforcement.

Training
1 L.

the results of the studies indicate a widespread need for train-
ing in alcoholLrelated enforcement as,well as in the basics of
alcohol, intoxication and the nature and scope of the alcohol-
related'offende problem.. The need for training in varying
demees extends throughout the whole police Structure. There
was identified a need for training at the command and super-
visory levels, as well as at the patrolman level. There is a ,

need for training patrolmen in overall knowledge of alcohol-
related traffic violations, as well as in knowledge of special
techniques of detection and investigatian. Specialized training
in the operation of breath-testing devices is a positive factor.
The obvious,recommendatiOn to command and supervisory
personnel is to provide such training. In addition, command
and supervisory personnel have a responsibility for training
at their levels, pa.rticularlylkith regard to the scope and
natureei the alcohol-related enforcement problem. (This
workshop is one part of the neceitsary cornr4and and super-
visory training. It identifies specifiC action to be taken by
command and supervitiory personnel, some of which may
require even further training. For example, this workshop
identifies the need for effective communication of department
policy and objectives; .in order for supervisory personnel to
carry out this action, fUrther specialized training may be
apl'ropriate.)

'OP "

Communication

This area is an extremely broad one. As has been noted in the
areas Of policy and operations,. there is a need for effective
communication within the department. There is, in addition, a

- 7-
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need for e police organization to be in effective communica-
tion %Tni the judicial system and with the community it serves.
The dicial system,' as a partner in the alcohol-related
enf cement and adjudication process, is frequently cited as
a ctor in the.offiCer. decision. Time required for oourt

pearances; tile delays and Continuances and frequently the
lure to convict all determine to some degree whether or

-7notthe officer will make an alcohol-related arrest. The need
for communication is clear. Conirnunication of the depart- 2""
ment's licy and objectives to the judicial system is essential',

for srno 1 and effective operation of the partnership. Simi- .

larly, the patrolman needs to acquire an understanding of the
`.problems of alcohol-related adjudication, particularly the
difficulties associated with establishing and supporting the
evidentiary structure and the effects of possible penalties
and rehabilitation progratris. The fators that were identified
in this'a.rea had to do with the process of communication, as
well as with the need for specific lines of communication.

In summary, then, the research studies have identified attitudes and'
other factors that influence the patrolman's arrest decision in alcohol-

ed
:-

enlorcement and have generated specific recommendations for
and and supervisory.Ations to enhance enforcement. Information

r, aet the research, the factors and the recommended actions is the basic
; content of this workshop. In the next section of this Guide, this content

has been translated into specific training objectives.

A
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WORKSHOP OBACTWES

,

'- . /Basically, the objective of this workshop is to pre e factOrb and
the retornmeeded actions from the researc# studies. It is d 'signed to bell,.

-.the participants evaluate the study results i: terms of their wn experience
rifand the practiCed of their departments. T1:4 casq- -stud e mj.ts a degree

of practice in the application of the recommended manag ent actions.
,- .. . .

. Because the studies identified a wide range of attitudes and factors,
the recommended actions relate -to virtually eiverycorrizita,nd and sup.-
visory function performed ,j.if a police organization.. Complete training /,
for such wide range of mmand and supervisory.actions obiriTlsly is-no,

wi possible in a three. day workshop. Tfierefore, while the training objectivesthat will be presented below reflect a great variety of knowledge and skills,
it must be recognized that the objective is'to attain the identified knowl-
edge or skill to a level that might lidst be described as 1:anaWa.reness of"
or "fainiliarity.with. " For each objective of this woAdflop, there'is acorollary which is to obtain further training and practice. '' ;

For the convenience ofthe reader in relating the results of the re-
search studies to specific objectives of this workshop, the objectives
have been grouped into the same major categories-- policy, operations,
training and communication-=thit were used in the previous section for .s

grouping the recommended actions. These objectives can be considered
as rathei- road, encompassing training requirements. They are pre-
sented h e just as they were derived from the results of the studies, toprovi e the reader with an overview of the workshop.. In the next sectionof this guide, the specific units or lessons that make up the workshop aredescr ed.

1. Policy-

What is of concern here is the role of police command and super--

visory pe.rsonnel in the development and implementation of departmental
policy. Obviously, the policy of a given department of the sole pre-
rogative of police management. Policy is develope -a 'imposed by the
governing political body, but police management does:have a strong, direct
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/
k * , / .1 -

influence on olic development:- More directly,. police management
cts poli by .1 e way in which it is-implemehted and:reflected it the(Oft

operatio n f the partment. Typf,:ally--, policy4statethents offer a wide
latitudeit the itti is rators and supervisors ,in carrying out the intent.

, Manage Matta .perception .of policy, iqcludingi the delative importance of
h a dfpartment is
-td-dat operations .

'A 4 spre.41i -related offenses, is reflected in the way,in w
-

,../1% o i ga zed and staffed, as well aethe way in which,da
ir are Onducted. ' \ - 4

Z. . 4

Of
.

/ V b ,

tThe stuaresults indicate thakeither thereis no orm lipoli-cy
5,, oncerning alcohol-related offenses or that, if it c16es exist, lot is reflected

in the implementation ih a way that, at be gives the officers little or no \
guidande as to the importance vistalcohOl-related eHorcement and, at
worst*,'May encourage them to c,onchide-,that alcohol-related :enfOrcement
is of.relatively 'low priority. A formal,:explicy is acfitical fieces-
sity for effe,ctive alcohol-related-lenfore9iment, and the -department's Com-
eratinent to this policy,must be reflected in the implementation by
administrators and supervisors.

\ 3 !:1%
a

3

The specific objfctixes of this 7orkshof) that evolve from these`
policy-related requireinehts.are,,iritended-to identify and help develop the '
following knowledgis and sltrals. ,,,,.-

ID

4

Knowledge of ac- equate and effective alcohol- lated.
policy, both general- (theoretical) and department-4
specific.

b. e ability to formulate an adequate and effective,
-policy conceraing-ialcohol-related offenses specific
to one's,'own Apartment.'

,

c. Knowledge of techniques of effective implementation
and cotrununication of policy.

d Knowledge of alcohol-related management infdirma-
k tion systems. 1

e. The ability to us
adapt: policy.

2. Operations

b'systems td,evaltiate and

This broad area of management responsibility encompasses the
day-to-day operation of the department and is for alcohol-related offenses
particularly concerned with procedures, atandards of performance and

--intradepartmental communication.



id.

The study, results cate that first and foremost the operatAn
the departm.entmust reflect the riority which it assigns to alcohol-...
related offenses. The otperaticCril the department must also facilitate,
alcohol-related enforcement,- specifically with regard to the processing
procedures (and, tune required) for DWI arrests. Theuse of specialized
assignments and; the establishment of duty hour-el should also mile& an
awareness>af the influenCes affeCtin eohol-retated axrests, as well as
the departinent's concern for this en.forcement.

The sliecific objectives in this area are concerneckivith producing . .

theanow,ledges and skills listed berow,. ;,i,

a. Knowledge of effcle alcohor-related enfo errient

,

e

..
.

,

plans and procedures.
,

.. ,

b. Ability tkdesign operational plans to enh.nce alcohor-z*
related enforcement, including specialized alsignin.eati '

and duty ,houis it well as specific procedures,and per
,formance stindards.

1. .

. Ability to conirrituiicate,aperatiOnal plans and proceduieer
'effectively.

-;

. Knowledge o alcoh 1~ related mana.geinent ikiorrnation
systems. \'

.

' V
:.. 0:e.

I
Ability,to develoP and\use alcoholielated'nia.ttagetrient
information syetema.for oporations Controkand
evaluatiOn. . :iki . i

3. Training

° This area includes responsibility' for training at all.ievels within
the-department and training in all aspects,. including technical,. adminis-
tratiVe and backgrd'und: This re'kporesibility includes command and super -

sory training as well as eraininy of aline personnel
,

\The:fact that the patrolman"does liave the opportunity to exercise
disc retion in an alcoholt-related.arrestand' the further fact that some of
the factors that influence his discretion have not been readily apparent
lead to the basic requirement for training. That requirement is, of course,
for police personnel at all levels to be aware of the actors influencing
alcohol-related arrests and, further, to be aware of the consequences. of
these influences on their job whether at the patrolman or higher level. In
addition, the results indicate a need for specific training with regard to
*14°1101 and intoxication, the impaCt of alcohol:r,ilated offenses on highway

. t
0
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safety, and.of special-techni ques for alcohol-relatecr detection and inveOti-
'ga.tion, including the operation of breath-testing devices. In general, the
study results indica.& a direat, positive relationship betyfeen the arrioul,.,-'
of specialized alcohol-reblated training and the level of alcohol- related.'

.enforcement. .

ipecific7ivorks op Objectives in this, area azekoncerned With the 3
..-,

.

knowle4dgea,and ski?) listed helow: ' ..'
Ah, .

, ie - ,..,--". .

f the nature a d effect of excessive

e of the importance 'of alcoHol-related
ses, botkh,.generally (national highivaY safety)
'thin one's own department or juriidiction.

owledge of police role in alcohol-rhajted
e'orcement.

Knowledge of the factors that influence a patrol-
, man's alcohol-related arrest. decision. .-

Knowledge of the effects of these factor's on each
level in the department (officer, supervisorY,
comtnand).

Knowledge of specific programs or actions that will
reinforce or Will counteract these actors to
enhance alcohol-related enforCement.-

g. -Knowledge of specific alcohol-related training needs.

The ability 'to provide effective training with regard
'to the factors, effects and remedial programs.

The ability to evalua rung effectiveness with
regard tO alcohols.related enforcement.

t`, r e management responsibility that is of concern here includes.

corprnunkation within the department as well as interaction between .the
2. desparrtment and other communityorganizations, including the general
ppublic.` .O especial interest to alcohol-related offenses is the interaction

w between police department and the judicial organization.

2 0
-12-
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'Communication is an extremely broad term that de/votes a prOcess

applied to many activities. The study results indicate that the process of
commurtica* can result in incomplete information, and thuapooi under-

,.
. standing, and in some cases the prodess can actually affedt the content of
the information. An, example of theformer is the apparent lack of under-
standing,rOr apprecia-tiorvof court disposition of alcohol-related cases. The
lattdt problem is illustrated by the apparent effect of supervisors' attituded
on policy statements.

11
,

The studies, indicate that the officers' deCision about an alcohol-
related arrest is strongly affected by the. disposition that is typically made
Of alcohol-related arrests. Specifically, *was reported that there is a
generally negative effect An the arrest decision as a cOnsequence of the
ftrct that such arrests Often result in negotiations, such that as many as
25% of the arrested suspects are not convicted on the alcohol-related.
charge. Alsoindicated in the results, with regard to community relations,
is therneed for poliCe officials to be able to obtain public support for
alcohol-related enforcement and to assure that there is equitable enforce-
ment=lent r all citizens. Police administrators and supervisors, therefore;il
are r uired to interact,h-with these segments of the-total community ina
way that gives the police officer apparent, support for, his enforcement
activities and, in away, develops a community support of alcohol-related

orcemetA based on the significance of alcohol-related offenses, as well
as a concettiof reasonable and equal adjudication.

4=
.

131.e objectives for this workshop that arise frqm this area relate
to the knostledges-and skills listed below:

a

.a:

b.

c.

Knowledge of effective supervisory communicationletechniques.

Knowledge of communication techniques appropriate
to the several segments of the community.

The ability to identify communication needs and
'problems.

d. The ability to establish and maintain effective channels
of communication to all segments of the community
cbncerning the effect of alcohol-related offenses and
the need/for effective enforcement and adjudication.

As.
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IV.

A. Concept,

WORKSH ',CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

The study results which.are the basis of this workshop, encompassvirtually all command and supervisory activities. &rice this workeihop isintended to provide some training in the recommended actionei, as well assimply to present results, there is a large body of information thatqualifies is workshop content. However, since the audience to whichthis workshop is addressed consists of command and su-itervisory per-sonnel, it is recognizid' that only a limited amount of trne can beexclusively dedicated to training. In resolving these conflictingrequirements, the workshop has evolved as an intensive, compact train-ing session. The workshop has been designed to be conducted in threedays. In that period of time, 19 hours are devoted to lecture-discussionand problem-solving sessions. In addition, both evenings are devotedto a controlled drinking demonstration in which the participaris,theinselves, will take part.

As will be seen in the schedule and outline of, this workshop, all of the
. units are designed around a very active participation by the attendees. Thereason for this is twofold: such participation facilitates the learning of the

factual material while it also provides the means for the attendees to
evaluate the material in thelight of their own experience and relate
their own community and environment. Of the 19 hours 'scheduled fo sworkshop, only five are devoted to lecture or "presentation" sessions.The remaining sessions all have explicit provision for attendee participa-
tion.

The controlled 'drinking demonstration scheduled for both evenings
is, a critical part of the workshop. One iMportant finding of the .research.
studies was that both patroldien and their supervisors are poorly or incom-
pletely informed about alcohol and intoxication and, in particular, about the
amount of alcokol that must be consumed to achieve 'statutory limits of
blood alcohol trioncentration. A controlled drinking demonstration has beenproven to be a dramatic, effective means of imparting this knowledge.
Such demonstrations are a part of training programs designed for



patrolmen and breath-examiner technicians in police organizations, as
well as in training pacic,ages for trisfiC-Ceurt judges and prosecuting attor-
neys.. The controlled, drinking demonstration is also used in 'a training
package designed for delivery to administrators of highway safety pro-.
grams. The value of these sessions is thatthey provide, for both the
drinking

of
as well as the observer,' a direct, visible, tangible

display of the 'amount of alcohol consumed and the ability of the drinker to
'perforth at. various leVels .of hlood-alcohol concentration. However, these
demonstrations must be very carefully designed and controlled to insure
that the training and demonstration objectives are not obscured. A later
section of this Planning Guide is devoted to instructions-and guidance °for
the conduct of a controlled drinking demonstration.

Even though the value of, these demonstrations is extremely high,
there can be situations in which itwill .be either impractical or impossible»
to conduct anactual drinking session. . For those possibilities, this guide
includes infOrmation about activities to be used in lieu of the actual demon,
stration.

Anyone involved in this workshop as administrator, instructor or
student is!urged to remember that this is a training program for manage-
ment acti?n; it is not-training about alcohol-related offenses simply for
information. It is training that will lead to appropriate actin by com-
mand and supervisory personnel to insure maximum alcohol-related
enforcement. The consequence of this is that involvement and participation
are critical. Each attendee is expected to relate the content of this work-
shop to his own situation and, within the time available, to apply himself
seriously to realistic case-study problefts. In a latef section of this guide
there will be suggestions for the conduct of this woricshop in a setting that
will enhance the concentration of the attendees and encourage their direct
and active involvement in the workshop.

.!"

A final comment on the concept of this workshopis that it has been
designed'for leadership by a thoroUghly qualified, competent instructor. A
later section of this guide enumerates the specific, qualities expected of an
instructor. While beit may possible. in some circumstances to have the
services of an expert available for certain parts of the workshop, it is
strongly urged that the Workshop leader have the background and capa-
hiIity described in this guide., The workshop, properly conducted, will
focus on this Workshop leader' for direction, as well as for information.
In this kind of training situation, the impact,of the leader or instructor is
trelnendous. A leader whose knowledge is !shallow or uncertain Will trans- .
mit these deficiencies to the attendees. There is simply not time enough

.



to seek out other sources of information during the workshop. Also, the
instructor in his- role of discussion leader must be able to help the atten-
dims use the info nation in relation to their own experience and in the
problem-solving sessions which, of course, requires a thorough under-
standing of the politest.

The next section: Contains an outline of the workshop arranged as a
schedule. This yin give the reader an overview of the specific topics
included in the workshop and will also serve to introduce the following
section, of the 'guide which is a presentation of, the specific training objec-
tives of each of the eighteen units that make up the workshop.

B. Worksholw Outline and Schedule

The following schedule of the workshop showdthe sequence of the units,
the allocation of time and, very briefly; the content of the units. The
schedule and the allocation of time are important considerations. The
units have been scheduled to provide a logical relationship and progression
from one to the other. The allocation of time has been carefully analyzed
tanrovide an adequate amount of time'for each topic and yet allow for
completion in the overall period. In order to preserve the integrity of the
workshOp and, insure complete preentation, it is strongly urged that the
schedule *is presented here be followed. Any division of the workshop into
smaller teats that would be more desirable from a logistics point of view
will only detract from the training effectiveness of the workshop. The con-
tinuous study and application of the material through its meaningful com-
pletion is a significant means of achieving the overall objectives of this
workshop.

In Npeadix A it is suggested that the training and practice that are
idenfifi4d-in this workshop can be extended through a program in an institu-
tion such as a community college. This expansion and extension of the
workshop, however, does notimply that the three day session should be
altered. If.the extended program is to be considered, this workshop would
serve as the introduction to the program and would be given as described
here in the following sequence and schedule.

4



WORKSHOP ON FACTORS INFLUENCING

DWI ARRESTS

pay One

0900-0930 Unit. 1.. Workshop Introduction

is. The purpose ofithis unit is to introduce the a.tten-,
dees to the workshop leader and each other, and
to describe the techniques that will be ,used duAng,
the workshop. Any administrative matters sAould
be accomplished in this time, period.

0930-1030 Unit 2. Exercise to Identify Factors i.9 Simulated. Alcohol-
related Violations

Using scenarios of hypothetical, but realistic,
alcohol-related traffic offenses, the participants
are Asked to state whether or not an arrest would,
be made in each scenario and to identify the factors
tkat led them to their conclusion. This unit serves
to introduce the research results by leading the
participants to think and talk about factords that
could influence a patrolman's decision.

1030 -1045 Unit 3. Research Stuaies of Factors- -Background

This unit describes how patrolmen were surveyed
td identify factors that influence their arrest'cleci-
sions. This unit include's a .brief summary of the
approach, used in each of the two basic studies, and
a brief description of the survey activities. ,

1045-1200 Unit 4. Factors Associated with Officers' Attributes and
Attitude

This unit summarizes factors, such as the' officers'
age, length of service, and drinking habits, as they
relate to the arrest decision in an alcohol-related
traffic offense.

8 2 5
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1200-1300 Lunt -1..i

1300-1440 . Wnit 5. .,...Factors Associated with the Local Environrxient
and the Specific Incident

This unit presents those.factors that are found in'
tke local, environment of the patrolman, such as
department policy, =court procedure and arrest
procefisitpg eime,:CieWell as those factors that are

'found in the incident, itself, such as the age or
sex of the driver/ the, weather conditions, and the
time of day.

Recommendations for Command Or Supervisory
fictions

qr,
This unit summarizes the recorrimen ions that
were developed in the research stud' for spe-
cific actions to be taken by cowman 'd supervi.-
sory personnel.. The actions con mayor
management areas of policy, opei" training
and communication. This unit prov oer-
view -of the set of recommendations, each of which
is treated in more; detail in subsequent units., '

1500-1600 Unit 7, ,Alcoh61-related Offenses and Enforcement

This unit includes a brief pretientation and a
direct discussion about the significance of
alcohol-related offenses, the total process of
enforcement (with particular emphasis on the
.role of police in enforcement) and information,
about legal limits of intoxication. Local appli-
cations or local considerations can be incorporated
here and emphasized: "c

1600-2200 Unit 8. Controlled Drinking Demonstration

In this unit, Volunteers from among the partici-
pants drink controlled amounts of alcohol and are
then given BAC analyses and are asked to perform
some psychomotor tests. Drinking and testing.
continue under controlled conditions until at least
some of the volunteers have reached or,exceeded
a legal limit. During the early part of this ,

evening hession, there will be a presentation and

19-
26'
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discussion of the nature and effects of alcohol.
Alternative activities are described for the
possibility that a demonstration could not be
performed. (If necessary, half of the group
can take part in this session, and half in a
second session the next evening.)

163021800 Unit 9. Nature and Effect of Alcohol Intoxication

This unit includes information about the
chemistry of alcohol, the physiology of intoxi-
cation, the relationship between BAC and per-
formance, as well as a description of the
symptoms of inebriation. .This unit is a brief
presentation of all these topics but empha-
sizes those which the studies of factors influ-
encing alcohol-related arrests have shown to
be important. (This unit is presented during
the Drinking Demonstration - Unit 8. )

-7n-



WORKSHOP ON FACTORS INFLUENCING

DWI ARRESTS

(continued)

Day Two

. 0900-1000 Unit 10. Review of Controlled Drinking Demonstration

This unit is a relatively unstructured discussion ocial
the previous evening's demonstration.' If vicito-
tapes have been made, they will be shown at this
time, and any test scores including handwriting
samples collected in the demonstration will 139..,
examined. The objective of the review is to
reinforce the demonstration of performance changes
and associated BAC level.

If a controlled drinking demonstration has not
been scheduled, this unit can be devoted to a
film or to a discussion of theoprevious day's
activities.

1000-1100 Unit 11. Policy-related Factors and Recommendations

This unit begins with a surbmary of the factors
and related recommendations from the research
studies in the area of departmental policy. It
is--fellovred hy a disrQuion in which each of the
participants relates the traffic material to his
own experience and his department policies and
practices.

1100-1200 Unit 12. Case Study--Introduction and Policy-related
Activity

This unit is the firat otfour devoted to group
problem-solving, based on, a fictional but realistic
case study. In each of four units, information
about the fictional Study is presented, beginning
with a sequence fof events that led to a demand for
a -more effective'akohdl-related program. In each
unit the participants are asked to identify factdts
in the 'narrative and to develop, in as, much detail as
possible within the time auoWed, appropriatecom-
mand and supervisory actions based on the resuts of
the study in the topic area, as well as on their own



;,experience. In this unit the participants are
expected to develop some ideas'about appro-.
priate departmental policy.

1200-1300 Lunch

1300-1400 Unit 12. (Continued)

14004 500 Unit 13. Operations.-related Factors and ,Recommendations

This unit summarizes the operations-related
factors and recommendations and provides for
discussion. It is in the same format as Unit 11.

1500-1630 Unit 14. Case Study (continued)--Operations-related
Activity

1630 -2200 Unit 15..

This unit is the second of the case-study units.
The participants will develop their ideas about
policy implementation as expressed in an
operations plan.

Second ControlledeDrinking Demonstration

If needed, the deinonstration can be repeated.
Unit 8 is followed except that-the 'nature and
effecte of intoxication rMed not be repeated. A
film can be shown or the time made available
for open discussion.



WORKSHOP. ON .FACTORS INFLUENCING

DWI ARRESTS

(continued)

Day Three

0900-1000 Unit 16. Review-of Second Controlled Drinking
Demonstration

Unit 10 is repeated here if a seco d drinking
session was scheduled for the previous night.
If this is not needed, all of the following units
are presented one hour earlier than indfcated.

1000-1100 Unit 17. Training-related Factors and Recommendations

1100-1200 Unit 18.

This unit summarizes the training-related
factors and .recommendations and provides for
discussion. It is the same format as Unit 11.,

Case Study (continued)--Training-relate*Activity

.1200..430.0. :.L1mch

1300=1400

. Thiet unit is the thirdof the case-study units.
The, participants will identify training needs
from the case-study narrative.

Unit 19.. Communication-related Factors and
Recoiltkendations

ThiS unit. summarizes the cornmunication'-related
factors and recommendations and provides for
discussion. It is in the same format as Unit 11,

14004500 Unit 20. Case Study (continued)--Communication-related
Activity

This unit is the fourth and final case- study unit.
The participants will identify communication needs

o -from the case-study narrative.

-23-



1500-1600 Workshop Summary

In this unit the salient points of the 3-d y
session are summarized by the worksh ip leader.
The format and depth of this summary are left
to the discretion of each leader. Following the
summary, if it is desired, a brief time can.be

. devoted to obtaining participant reaction or
critique of the workshop.

-24- 31



C. `-Controlled Drinking Demonstration
4.,

1.. Background

In order for the training administraj to make informed decisions
and, to planeffectively for this demonstrate n, he must haSys a full under-
standing of all that is involved in conducting one of these sessions. That is
the reason for this special section-of the guide.

First, it must be appreciated that a controlled dernOnstration is an
effective,v-aluable means for establishing a clear under-standing of the rela-
tionship among alcohol ingestion, blocid alcohol concentrationi,' and perfor-
m e. It would appear that blood alcohol concentration or BAC, which
is e mooed as a percent of alcohol by weight in a given volume of blood,
is a difficult concept for many people to xelate to either the amount of alco-
hol consumed or to resultant behavior. For example, in the research that
'underlies this workshop, it was foundthat fewer than one out of five patrol-

n- could accurately estimate the amount of alcohol that would be required
t ring their own BAC to the legal, presumptive limit. An actual

would obviously dramatize that relationship.

In virtually all of the alcohol-related training developed by NHTSA,
a demonstration has been used. The ability of these sessions to illuminate

. the. BAC /alcohol relationship and to impress_that relationship On the4,trainees
is well documented. There is, a practically unanimous endorsement 1?y
instructors as well as trainees.

Another research finding is that many officers hold the view that 't

the legiliniit of .l(Wo iS low and that-persons with that BAC are "not very
diunk." Here again, a demonstration of the decrement in behavior or pter-i
lormance as BAC increases is an effective teaching tool. 'Users have also
attested to this advantage of, controlled drinking demonstratians.t

The training administrator must view these undeniable aidvantages
againit the difficulties of achieving them. It will be helpful, 'first of all, to
list' the difficultiei(or possible disadvantages:

a. Even a well run,demonstration is a time-co uming session
(at least four fionrs) and could result in rear ual tkffects--
hangover and fitigue--that may detract from bsequent
training.

The health and safety of the participants is always a.con-
sideration and might be particularly of concern in this `.

workshop as it is addressed to command and supervisory
personnel who are likely to be middle-aged or older.



. .

c. A session involving drinking could, without adequate
control, easily become a strictly socializing time.

d. Some drinkers develop undesirable behavior--moody,
aggressive, etc. --which, if not controlled or coun-
tered, could completely disrupt the session.

e. These sessions require special 'equipment and facilities
that are often not available in traditional police training
facilities.

Food intake mat be controlled to provide for reasonably
predictable and controllable alcohol absorption into the .

blood. This may be difficult to enfor;te in this workshop,
addressed as it is to management-level personnel.

If the trainiing gate does not include living quarteys,
special prvision must be made to transport drinking .

participants to their living quarters.

1

Perhaps the most practical. way of helping the training administra-
tor to develop an appropriate schedule and plan is to describe a 'model
deMonstration thatadequatelyaccoutits for the potential difficulties. The
following, outline is of such a model which, if feasible, can be used directly.
However, local adaptation can be made, following the guidance contained in
this section.

Model of Cori&Ilia Drinking Demonstration

Facts and Assumptions

1. The worktViop enrollment will not be greater than twenty.

2. As part of registration, each p-articipant will be required to
certify his medical'and psychological fitness ti drink if he
wishes to volunteer.

3.° A physician should be I* attendance, but this may be waived
if the administrator is satisfied with the certification
required in the above paragraph. _

Drinking will be voluntary and any e may terminate at any
time. The leader must insure neither the workshop
staff nor the attendees ever ny-pressure on-an attendee
to volunteer to drink or to continue,drinking if he wishesio,



stop. To do otherwise can lead to endangerment
of the volpnteert s health or tathe discomfort and unpleas- pi
antne ss of, pas sing -out, vomitting, etc.

No firearms are to be allowed (either staff or attendee) in
the demonstration room or in the dininig room during the
meal scheduled at 2030. ,

6. No more than 'half of the participants 11 drink..

(Note: While it would be desirabl
pants to drink; the need fer effec
possibly for transjertati4i of the
this almost rnandat*t.

7. No food will be consumed for .prior to the demon-
stration to allow for more rapid and p ctable alcohol
absorption.

4 411

8. In addition to the workshop leader, on echnician qualified to
operate each breath-testing deviee a ani'nstructoi to help
with control of drinks and the pirformanca, tests will be
re red. If the enrollment is large, a second assistant will

for all particl-
e control, and

rinkers, makes

be' eipful.
11t,

Schedule

1. On the first day, lunch can ge:ichedu 1. either for 1200-1300
or 1300-1400. If the latter, *en Unit 6 would be presented
from 1200---1300. Iii eithertrent .the attendees should- be
provided* or encou?aged to lib.; 'eavy" lunch, since the
demonstration will begin at .E se of the workshop day
and no meal will be taken until about -2030.

At the conclusion of the demonstration (about 2030), a light
meal should be provided, or it should be convenient to obtain
such a meal.

rr

>a?

*This workshop is idealltpresented at a relatively iiolated location with
the participants living tdgether for the`Thole time. If this is the case,
the meal arrangements for this day are easily made. Even if the work-
shop is not done on a "live-in" basis, t possibility of providing the
luich and dinner on this day on a group basis should be considered.
GiSup meals would greatly facilitate the controlled drinking demonstra-
tion.

-27-



When Unit 7 is completed on Day One, the staff and attendees
will begin immediately to prepare for the demonstration. The
exact schedule is given below. Detailed procedures for each
part of the demonstration are contained in the Workshop
Leader's Outline.

16 op- 1 630 Indoctrin.ation

Schedule and instructions
All attendees perform tests for "baseline"
record
Weigh volunteers and calculate alcohol
needed to attain .10 BAC

1700-1730 Volunteers ingest first drink (50-60% of total
-alcohol)

1730-1735 No drinking -- volunteers may pelectlo stop

173.5 -1745 a Ingest second drink (20-25%)

1745-1750 No drinkingvolunteeri may elect to stop

1750-1800 Ingest third (final) drink (20-25%)

In the period 1700-1800, the Workshoti:
Leader will present Unit 9. The assis-
tant instructors will prepare and serve
the = drinks.

1800 -1830 Rest period

No drinking
Further discussion of Unit 9
Staff prepares to measure BAC and readies
space for performance tests

1830-1900

1900-2000

2000-2030

2030-

Measure BAC*
(and begin performance tests)

Performance testing

Review and discussion

Dime

*direful scheduling is required to obtain measures of each,volunteer's peak
BAC. The Workshop Leader's Outline contains guidance for such scheduling.4 -28-
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At the C032C11111031 of the discussion period, transportation, must be
provided for the volunteers if dinner is not served in the trainig,
facility. No volunteer should be allowed to drive after the derilithz
stration, even though the BAC can be expected to be below the
legal presumptive limit by dinner-time.

3.. Perfoirance Testing

The objective of performance testing in the demonstration is, of
course, to illustrate changes in performance associated with elevated BAC
levels. A driving simulator provides an excellent test which is obviously
related to the purpose of this workshop. However, such devices are not
readily available. 'Other studies have shown that visual reaction time is a
good measure of performance for these demonstrations. The task--
responding to a visual signal--is a realistic one for the driving situation.

P,4 Also, speed of reaction is an important criterion for good driving. Finally,
reaction time is a reliable indicator; it increases with alcohol intakefor
virtually all people.

It is possible to construct a reaction time device' locally or to buy
one from available sources at a reasonable price. (See Appendix B.) Fgr
training facilities having.access to a college psychology department, it
might be possible to borrow such a device as it is commonly used in
psychological experiments.

In addition to reaction tirne, it is suggested that roadside sobriety
tests in use in the local area be incorporated into the demonstration. Not
only 41.1 changes in performance be apparent, but the relative efficiency
of these tests can be assessed. The Workshop Leader's Outline gives
some further guidance for selecting and conducting these tests.

4. , Special, Considerations

Some considerations in planning the controlled drinking demonstra-
tion merit special emphasis for the health, safety and comfort_of the volun-
teers. The following list recapitulates these:

q' 4

Adequate and comfortable rooms including toilet facili-
ties must 'be provided:

. Stairways, crowded access routes, unstable furniture
and dangerously sharp protrusions on furniture or fix-
tures must be avoided.

. It is desirable to have a physician present.

attempt to coerce' volUnteers can be allowed.

-29-



e. No firearms are allowed in the demonstration area.

f. No volunteer can be allowed to drive after drinking.

5. Review and Critique

For the training administrator there is little special planning for
the critique of the controlled drihking demonstration. However, if the
training facility includes &videotaping unit, the administrator should plan
to make it available to record the demonstration for review and discussio*.

6.. Alternative Activities

Despite the advantages of the demonstration as a training tech-
nique, some administrators may find it impossible to schede this
activity. For insteice, 8°174 jurisdictions may forbid the use of alcohol
on the training premises and other facilities *lay not be available. In such
an event, the evening session should be dented solely to Unit 9. Unit 16
scheduled for review of the demonstration wituld then be devoted to a film
about alcohol-related offenses. Appendix B fists some representative
films and sources. However, the adniinistrator ,should feel free to Ilse any
film or videotape which he feels is locally relevant, including tapes of
actual cases if available.



.1/.. WORKSHOP LEADER AND PARTICIPANT REQUIREMEITS

A. Workshop Leader Requirementis

It is important that this workshop be under the overall cognizance of a
senior%police training officer. Muclf of the content concerns specialized
police activities, such as patrol, Vrrest and booking procedures, and spe-
cialized enforcement prbgptins. An experienced police officer can be
expect to have better knowledge of such activities than an instructor from

,outside the police community. In addition, the credibility of the workshop
is greatly enhanced U the leader is recognized as a skilled, experienced
policeman." Also, it /would_ be,highly dedrable that the workshop leader
be experienced in bothltrairdng and operVtions, for alcohol-related
enforcement. Since will be conn ,.tind and, per-
sonnel, it is suggested t an instructor at the level of lieutenant or
hikher might be most effective.

Whatever `basic police skills the workshop leader possesses, two
characteristics ire,,absolutelylksential for the effective, conduct of this
workshop. 'ThesWef is that th eader must become thoroughly conversant
with results of both of the studies that underlie this workshop. The reports
of these studies are listed as basic references in the Workshop Leader's
Outline, and in thia.t outliste the leader is directed to obtain these reports,
study them in to as background, and then to use sections of them in
specified units of the workshop.

411Ik

The secend, =alterable requirement for the workshop leader is that he
must be skilled and experienced in leadingliagroup discussion or seminars.

activity the workshop leader must be able. to, keep the objective of a
given session in Fleatiliocusofor-each participant. He must be able to elicit
and encourage discussion relevant to each of the objectives, and be able to
avert any tangential ter-nonrelated discussion. Also, in group discussion,
Aim leader must be able to direct, but not dozninate, the discussion of the
participants.

It is difficult, the absence of direct experience, to determine
whether orrtot ven instnictor has these 'characteristics, particularly
the ability to contio'T.group discussion effectively. It can be expected that
the riponsoring agency would have available some number, of potential
leadeits whose experience as instructors and police officers is known to
the egifihrey.' If the sponsoring agency.is doubtful, about the capabilities of
a. given'instructor,;.it is not unreasonable to consider a test situation in
which a candidate instructor is asked to conduct a unit of this workshop on
a trial bards with a sample group that might represent the intended



audience for this workshop. In this way, a practical evaluation of the skills
of the instructor can be made.

The need for strong and effective leadership of discussions cannot be
overemphasized. The workshop is intended to make the content relevant
to local needs and problems by means of 'these discussions. Therefore,
the discussion sessions are critically essential to the objectives of the
workshop. It is also extremely important for the "image" or the credi-
bility of this workshop that the discussion sessions, as well as the lecture
sessions, be extremely efficient. If in any presentation the,*ork-
shop earns the reputation of being loose* organized or &lag, the

,.>

credibility of any subsequent sessions is greatly weakened.

It has been suggested in this planning guide that specigillith in perhaps
training, police policy, or specialized enforqement might be used to sup-
plement sections of the workshop. There is a great deal of merit in the
use of such specialists, to provide the best information available 'about the
given specialty. However, it has been noted and must be strongly empha-
sized here that the workshop is intended to provide information applicable
to alcohol-related enforcement. The specialist, therefore, must be com-
pletely conversant in this area 'generally and in particular 'must be knowl-
edgeable of the two underlying studies. The training administrator who
will be responsible for initiating this workshop must evaluate for himself
the relative merit of specialist vs. single workshop leader. RIB strongly
snggested that, if there are limited resources for the preparation of this
workshop, the sponsoring agency concentrate on the selection and training
of one competent 'workshop leader to conduct all of the seasions rather
than divide preparation time and resourcesamong a leader and, perhaps,
two or three. specialists.

B, Participant Requirements

Basically, the rectuirement for participants in this workshop is simply
that they have supervisory or management responsibilities in a police

.,. organization. There are, in addition, some special requirements for this
workshop that the agency responsible for planning should be aware of.
Since the wOrkshcfp is highly specialized in the area of alcohol-related
offenses and enforcement, the participants obviously should have responsi-
bilities in the traffic area and, preferably, be directly concerned with
alcohol-related enforcemipt. Police managers with other responsibilities
may well be interested in the topic of this workshop, yet not be sufficiently
motivated to participate as thoroughly as would the manager concerned
with traffic and alcohol-related enforcement. --

,-,

It is noted frequently' throughout this guide that the scope of the work-
shop is extensive. There is a great diversity and amount of material
e.ncompasseel,within the three of presentations. It is not reasonable,
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then, to expect completely naive at unprepared attendees to absolh all of .

this material solely I. otigh U. workshop. Therefore, the peragpantslt;
. will be expected to had some background in alcohol-relateeinforce-
ment, as well as an siareneu, at least, Of the alcohol-related offense
and highway 'safety.. Sdlile background is provided by the Participant's
Guide which is designed for use blithe participant prior to his attendance
at the workshop. IT hit guide, along with the suggested. readings, will help
prepare the participailis dil benefit fully from this workshop by allowing
them to concentrate on the application and the Isted ;Action items that
are the ultimate product of this workshop...

A

The administrator who is responsible f rollment will be well
advised to consider carefully the mix.of lave s and departments that will be
included. The workshop is inter;tded_for all command and superVioory.levels
in any size or type of department. However, it is obvious that in any one

. sessionthe participant characteristics will affect the way the workshop is
malniged and 'can affect the quality for.at least the perceived quality) of the
whole three 'day meeting. . .

v.

p'

There are no hard and fast rules that the administrator can, apply to
produce the most effective nolor et attendees. The skilled administrator with
his knowledge of local personnel and departments will undoubtedly ble
to assemble a congenial, effective group for each presentation. er,
three observations might be useful to the reader:

1. In the drinking demonstration, too wide a difference in grades
could lead to embarrassment or may inhibit some attendees
from volunteering to drink.

2.4*- It would appear to facilitate the discussion if the attendees
are, of comparable grade levels when they represent depart-
ments of widely varied size or jurisdicti4. In other words,
two sergeants--one from'a small force and one from a large--
might work better together than a chief from a large depart-

% ment and a sergeant from a mall one.

3. If attendance is to be from o e department or two of corn
parable size and jurisdiction it would be advisable to have
representation over several: radeo.
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VI. WORKSHOP PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

A. Enrollment

44.

Enrollment for this workshop should be limited to between 10 and 15
attendees and not exceed 20. his size is critical since the bulk of the
material presented in the wothop is by means of discussion and.direct
participation. The size of the workshop must be sufficient to generate a
variety of opinion and allow for adequate input to the discussion and yet be
small enough that the discussion mode of presentation can be used effec-
tively. The suggested size is based on experience with similar workshop
and, ,seminar-type training programs.

..
It is strongly recommended that enrollment, for this workshop be carried

. out in advance of the workshop, itself. Enrollment, as well as all other a
'administrative matters, should be arranged to avoid any interference with
the workshop.. The Participant Manual should be sent to each participant as
soon as he is enrolled.

B. Facilities and Resources

Except for the demonstration period (see Page 29), there are no specialre rements forfalcili'tles or resources within this workshop. The basic
re ement is for a comforable, adequate-sized meeting room for the

op, and a similarly comfortable room with the other resources
needed for the demonstration.

Howe$er, because this is a very intensive course, it would be helpful
if it were given in an isolated setting. Itfould greatly detract from its
-effectiveness if this workshop were to be interrupted by the day-to-day
demande of an attendee's job, as is, so often the case with is-service train-
ing. It is possible that all or part of a weekend might bevoted to this
workshop, f this could be done, It is perhaps more likely that a. Amote,
isolated training setting could be used. It would also be useful if the work-
shop attendees ,g4 .together for the 'three day period, to allow for the
enrichment thiot takes place in informal exchanges among attendees and
staff.

The kind of concentration needed in tl4s workshop is reflected in the
suggested schedule for lunch and breaks. Only one hour is allowed for
lunch; ideally it would be pre-arranged and, would be taken in a singlsihloca-
tion by the entire group. Ofier break periods. areto43e accomrnodatn
within the schedule as might:be convenient or natural to a particular session.
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-Local Material

Several units can be enrichedby the inclnsionof local material. SPe-
cifically, these are units that .might benefit from the inclusion of examples
or illustrations taken from local, departments or jurisdicticins that would
be well known to the attendees. It is not suggested that lotal materials be
included for evaluation against the content of this workshop, kit rather they
be included if they conveniently and comfOrtably fit as illustrations of the
topic being discussed. For example, it would be valuable to include a
statement of policy from a local department in that discussion unit. How -

..ever, the workshop leader must be certain that the, local policy is in good
reputation and can be accepted as an illustration without serious questions
directed at the detail of the material.

It is intendethat much' of the relationship between the workshop content -
and local policies 'and practices will evolve in the discussion sections that
are included. in virbdally every unit. The formal inclusion of local examples

not intended to bypass thin kind of discussion. Local material wisely
chosen by the workshop leader for illustration can increase the training
effectiveness of the workshop and enhance its credibility.



. APPEN

Possible Workshop Zxtension

96

.

Alcohol...related enforcement is a major concern for traffid operations in
any jurisdiction.. The priority assigned to this enforcement may tary

ong jurisdictions and it may also vary within a jurisdiction from.timg -

to me. However, the very high-incidence of drinking drivers and, their
unusually high invOlvemapt in fatal accidents make.alcohol,related
enforcement a continuinrand substantial concern for all command and
gupervisory personnel. It has been shown, by the research`that led to the
development of this workshOp, that enforcement is affectecby the patrol-
man's attitude and his perceptionof factors related td the local environment
or to a specific incident. Theke has evolved'from the research a series of
recommendations that relate to almost all aspects of command and siiper-,
visoky responsibilities, and it is these recOinniendations -that are the sub-- .'
stance of the workshop.

There is; then, a kind of anomaly in that a three day workshop is devoted
to a problem of substantial signifieance that has someimpact on a very
wide range of cornmancland supervisory responsibilities. Obviously, the
workshop cannot compfetely or finally dealwithall of the ramifications.
The,reader may recall, in fact, that in several places earlier in this
Planning 'Guide it was indicated.that if the specific objectives for each
part of the workshop are to be met fully, it must lead to more extensive, and
in some cases continuing, training. To help structure this further training,
the' worksliop can be integrated into a more extensive, program and used to
introduce perhaps several more specialized training sessions extending -
over a period of ne.

Ici".1, .
. .

lit Some states or. other large jurisdictions will have in-service training pro-
. granis Concerned with command and supervision, and may have specialized
programs dealing with -alcohoi-relatedenforcement. Many educational
institutions; in particular community colleges, have similar programs
within the general area of law enforcement training. Within either an in-
service program or alcommunity'college program, this workshop can be
used as a fdcal point for command and supervisory responsibilities in
alcohol-related enforcerrmient., It can, thus, be related to a program devoted
to command and supervisory responsibilities or a program devoted to
alcohol. In whatever context the workshop is offered, it should be pre-
sented in total as described and scheduled in this guide. Following the
workshop, ate natural extension would be to offer specialized training in
each of the four_ command and supersiisory areas, i. e., policy, operations,
training and communication. Depending on local conditions,' particularly
the potential number of trainees, these four areas could be further
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subdivided into separate, specialized units for command and for supervision.
The specializatien might also be designed to respond to any special local
needs that have been identified. For example,, in a jurisdiction where
training ill alcohol-related enfoicement has been minimal, it would be
appropriate to emphasize the part of this workshop deveted.to training.

It is beyond the scope of this Planning Guide to provide detailed plans for the
extension of the workshop. However, there are four ways that seem-par-
ticularly well suited for extending this workshop. These four possibilities
will be mentioned briefly, simply as possible diwctions for the training
adminatrator to explore if the concept of extenolitg the workshop is to be
considered.

1 ; Perhaps the simplest and-most direct way of extending the.,
t'vollicshop'is.to use it as an iritrciduction to already offered
trainiti,uniti. If for example, the training facility
already Offers courses in the design-and implementation of

,,traffic enforcement programs, then it would be natural to
mention these further courses in connection with the units
of theworkshop that are devoted to operations. In this

. way, it Would ja,e conceivable., produce a "network" of
-training, proceeding from the fOur major areaof the,

. , ,. . .viorkshop into..presently available training courges.
.4%

The preblein-liolving case study th4is an impititant part
of the worjcshop might be extended de that r a period of
time. the.TOrkshop attendees wou14, at inte ls, perhaps
monthly; assemble to present and dis more detailed

. development of the case study. In this hd of implemeii-.

its.tiott, it is seen that the attendees would be required to
.do.quite a bit of self-training in the form of assignments
to develop case -study solutions and assignments for out -
side reading.

The workshop could be extended into several other workshops
that in duration and depth of coverage `would be not unlike
this workshop but would be more specialized in content.
This approach suggests the use of existing workshops or
the development of specialized training packages for the
new eries.

. In an approach that is quite similar to the one described just
above, it would be possible to extend this workshop into
units of nitre intensive training that would be conducted by
specialists in each of the four major areas or within spe-
cialized subdivisions of these areas. The differente between
this approach and the one described just above is, of course,
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training strategy. The former approach is based on a
ree of student involvement and participation and
inore detailed planning preparation. The use of

sts is easier to manage but would most likely involve
presentations which have a potential for being less

satisfying to the trainee a perhaps, less effective than
an approa.dk that directly in lves the trainee.

The extension of this workshop into more detailed and extensive training is
highly desirable and should be considered by all training administrators.
The suggestions that are made above should be considered only as a start-
ing point for a program of extension, and the administrator is,urged to
review his own needs and resources and to develop a program of extension
responsive to these.

16
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APPENDIX B.
#01

Special Material for the Controlled
Drinking Demonstration

Reaction Time. Devices

A device to Mast:re reaction time to visual signals has been suggeited ,

as a perfv:rmance test for the demonstration. If such a device is not avail
able Litany, the following sources can be contacted. They are presented
only as examples of possible suppliers. Theirtlisting in this guide is not
an endorsement. A simple .rea.ctionitime device and clock will probably
not cost tore thin $200.

Lafayette Instrument Company, Inc.
North 9th St. Road & Sagamore PI Avy...

kafayette, Indiana 47902

G °IF-Sadler Company, Inc.
56 Mattetroti Street
Concord, Massachusetts 01742

Harvard Apparatus Co., Inc.
ISO Dover Road
Millis, Massachusetts 02054

Stoelting Company
131 South Kostner Avenue

cago, Illinois 60623

2. Films on Alcohol - related. Enforcement
sty

It is suggested that if no demonstration is held, a film be, shown and
discussed in plaie of the unit scheduled for review of the demonstra,ti'on.

For the training adzninisttator who has access to the NHTSA training pack-
age, DWI Law Enforcemen Training (developed by Michigan State'
University), films pr videotapes can be selected from arnong'those included
in that course. These include film7clips on, clues to DWI, 'simulated detec.-'
tion and investigation and courtroom procedures. The administrator and
the workshop leader can select appropriate segments. It should'be remern-,
bered that the, emphasis of this workshop is on the factots affecting a
patrolman's arrest decision. r 1 t

If there are no local sources, the following an be contacted.;
listing here and the mention of sample films di) 'not constitute air
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endorsement. The sources and films are intended only to be illustrative.Tlie admini.strator should select carefully, looking for films that areieasOnablysurrent and that,relate to the objective of the workshop and, if-possible, to the n.eitoisi.of thelocal community.

..,,Highway Safety Foundation
P. O. Box 1563
Mansfield, Ohio 44907

Go Sober and Safe: This film is directed to anyone who
drinIss and drilies. It is a factual flip. oivoalcohol, show-ing its effect on the human body and its effect on the
operator of a rpotor vehicle.

Audio - Visual Education Center
Frieze Building
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Drunk Driqing: Circumstances which lead to tragic acci-
dent, loss of life and a ruined career. Stresses "don't
drink if you drive. "

1111

State of Wisconsin
Division of Motor Vehicles
Hill Farms State Office Building
4802 Sheboygan Avenue
Madison, Wisconsin 53702

Point Zero Eight: Eight well-known racing.drivers at
Hares:mood Acres, Ontario, Canada, are scored on "dry
runs, " then again after drinking. The alcohol level
was measured before and after the "wet" runs using
the Breathalyzer.

CRASH Project
P. O. BoX 535
Waterbury, Vermont 05676

Five Drinking Drivers: Five volunteer, nonprofessional drivers
practice on a controlled driving range r demonstrate base-line
performance and then drive after drinking. Their performance
is filmed and scored at about 0.05 and 0.10 BAC.

Beyond Human Limits is a shorter version of the above film.
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CRASHois a dramatized en tment of the Vermont ASAP referral
program.. While it is specific to the Vermont plan, it has much
general interest, since It emphasizes the attitudes of each of the
participants in_thereferraliprocess.


